
 

 
 
 
 

RESIDE:MUMBAI MIXED 
HOUSING RESULTS RELEASED 

arch out loud challenged competition entrants to design a mixed residence 
development on one of the last undeveloped sections of Mumbai’s coastline 
  
PRESS STATEMENT 
  
Architectural research initiative arch out loud has released the winners of its’ RESIDE 
Mumbai Mixed Housing international open ideas competition.  
 
arch out loud challenged competition entrants to design a mixed residence development 
on one of the last undeveloped sections of Mumbai’s coastline. Entrants designed for 
both the indigenous fishing community that has occupied the site for hundreds of years - 
as well as a new demographic drawn to the affluent neighborhood that now 
encompasses the site. Proposals identified architectural and planning solutions that 
supports integration between these socio-economically distinct communities. 



Rapid urban growth and growing inequality has created a global crisis in housing that 
increasingly segregates the rich from the poor. Though not fully understood, there is a 
clear and parallel relationship between the size of a city and its level of socio-economic 
disparity: the larger the city, the less equal it tends to be. Physical and social 
segregation, which both reflects and perpetuates socio-economic disparity within a city, 
is a growing concern in cities worldwide - including Mumbai. The long-term success of a 
city depends on the collective well-being of all its inhabitants. The proposals for the 
RESIDE competition examined the idea of architecture supporting social inclusion and 
breaking down spatial segregation within the megacity. 
 
 
Full results for the RESIDE Mumbai Mixed Housing Competition can be viewed at: 
http://www.archoutloud.com/reside-results.html 
 
  
JURY 
  
The competition jury consisted of Daniel Libeskind, Sheila Sri Prakash, Norman 
Foster, Deborah Berke, Dominique Perrault, Josh Prince-Ramus, Vishaan 
Chakrabarti, Shefali Balwani, Eric Bunge, Geeta Mehta, Grace Kim, Romi Khosla, 
Sameep Padora, Sanjay Puri, and Yosuke Hayano. 
 
  
WINNING PROPOSALS 
  
1st Place: Reincarnation Network 
Participants:  Yasmina Aalakhanova, Ivan Marchuk and Victoria Tsukerman 
School: Moscow Institute of Architecture 
Location: Moscow, Russia 
  
Runner-up: Territory-Line of Citizenship 
Participants: Raissa Gattera, Antonio Fabiano Jr., Thais Freitas and Leticia Sitta 
School: PUC Campinas 
Location: Jundiai, Brazil 
  
Runner-up: The House That Opens To The Sea 
Participants:  Momen Nabil Bakry 
School: German Institute of Cairo 
Location: Cairo, Egypt 

http://www.archoutloud.com/reside-results.html
http://www.archoutloud.com/traf-results


  
Runner-up: Koliwada’s Koliving 
Participants: Salvador Rivas Trujillo,  Oswaldo Guzman Montero, Jesus Antonio 
Ortiz Vidal and Angel Roberto Flores Ortiz 
Location: Mexico City, Mexico 
  
CONTACT 
  
Please contact info@archoutloud.com with any questions or comments. 
 
COMING SOON 
 
In July 2018 arch out loud will release its next open ideas competition which will 
take place in Lagos, Nigeria. Stay tuned. 
 
 






